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NEW QUESTION: 2
This document is a high level document that describes
management intentions towards security. What is the name of the
document?
A. Procedures
B. Baselines
C. Policies
D. Guidelines
Answer: C
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Explanation
IEEE 802.1X (also known as Dot1x) is an IEEE Standard for
Port-based Network Access Control (PNAC). It is part of the
IEEE 802.1 group of networking protocols. It provides an
authentication mechanism to devices wishing to attach to a LAN
or WLAN.
802.1X authentication involves three parties: a supplicant, an
authenticator, and an authentication server. The supplicant is
a client device (such as a laptop) that wishes to attach to the
LAN/WLAN - though the term
'supplicant' is also used interchangeably to refer to the
software running on the client that provides credentials to the
authenticator. The authenticator is a network device, such as
an Ethernet switch or wireless access point; and the
authentication server is typically a host running software
supporting the RADIUS and EAP protocols.
The authenticator acts like a security guard to a protected
network. The supplicant (i.e., client device) is not allowed
access through the authenticator to the protected side of the
network until the supplicant's identity has been validated and
authorized. An analogy to this is providing a valid visa at the
airport's arrival immigration before being allowed to enter the
country. With 802.1X port-based authentication, the supplicant
provides credentials, such as user name/password or digital
certificate, to the authenticator, and the authenticator
forwards the credentials to the authentication server for
verification. If the authentication server determines the
credentials are valid, the supplicant (client device) is
allowed to access resources located on the protected side of
the network.
EAP-TTLS (Tunneled Transport Layer Security) is designed to
provide authentication that is as strong as EAP-TLS, but it
does not require that each user be issued a certificate.
Instead, only the authentication servers are issued
certificates. User authentication is performed by password, but
the password credentials are transported in a securely
encrypted tunnel established based upon the server
certificates.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
Which two statements, inserted independently at line ***,
enable the program to produce the following output:
We have 002 Blue pants that cost $24.99.
A. System.out.printf("We have$03d$s pants that cost
$$3.2f.\n",quantity, color, price);

B. String out = String.format ("We have %03d %s pants that cost
$%3.2f.\n",quantity,
color,price);
System.out.println(out);
C. String out = System.out.format("We have %03d %s pants that
cost $%3.2f.",quantity,
color, price);
System.out.println(out);
D. System.out.format("We have %s%spants that cost
$%s.\n",quantity, color, price);
E. System.out.printf("We have %03d %s pants that cost
$%3.2f.\n",quantity, color, price);
Answer: B,E
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